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Legislation Update

By Jane Hein

Senator Sharif Street has submitted two bills aimed to release people from Pennsylvania prisons.
The Senator reintroduced the lifer bill on January 28, 2021 as SB 135. This bill was known as SB 942 in the last senate session.
SB 135 is the same as last session’s SB 942. Senator Dawkins has submitted the same bill to the house as HB 135. Originally
the bill would have created parole eligibility for all lifers after serving a 15-year sentence. It was modified in the last senate
session to be modeled after how juvenile lifers are treated in current statute. The current bill, HB 135, sets parole eligibility in
the following way:
25 years for those convicted of Second-Degree Murder, and
35 years for those convicted of First-Degree Murder.
There is an exemption for anyone who is convicted of murdering a law enforcement officer, who will continue to receive a life
without parole sentence.
Many abolitionist oppose the law enforcement exemption, and desire to lower the tiers or make 1st and 2nd degree the same.
The important thing to keep in mind is that abolitionists are attacking DBI sentences from many angles and any win is a victory.
With enough small victories, DBI will end.
Senator Street has submitted a Medical Parole Bill as SB 835. The bill creates a new medical parole process authorizing a court
that imposes a sentence to modify a term of imprisonment when any of the following apply:
The individual has a serious health issue such as a terminal illness, a chronic and debilitating physical or medical condition
or disease or deteriorating physical or mental health due to the aging process.
The individual is at least 55 years of age who has served the lesser of 25 years in prison or one half of the minimum term
imposed for the offense for which they are currently imprisoned.
State Rep. Morgan Cephas, D-Phila., and colleagues, have proposed Pennsylvania’s Dignity for Incarcerated Women package of
legislation that would help incarcerated women and parents in Pennsylvania. Cephas plans to introduce two bills: one would
create a Women and Girls Committee within the Pennsylvania Commission on Crime and Delinquency; the other bill would
require the Pennsylvania Department of Corrections to submit an annual report on healthcare screenings and care services
they provide to the House Health and Human Services committees and the Senate Health and Human Services Committee.
Other legislation in the package would:
Bring ombudsmen and offer reentry mentoring program;
Require state prisons to provide free feminine hygiene items to all female inmates;
Provide alternative sentencing for pregnant women,
Require trauma-informed care,
Expand benefit programs to incarcerated people reentering society.
There is a bill, SB 913, that supporters claim will streamline the probation process. This is a BAD bill because it gives the courts
more authority to incarcerate people for new offenses, technical violations, and vague public threats. This traps communities in
the cycle of prison and probation. Senators should be encouraged NOT to support this bill.
As mentioned earlier, abolitionists are attacking DBI sentences from many angles. To that end, on July 8, 2020, people in
Pennsylvania serving Death-By-Incarceration sentences, commonly known as Life Without Parole, filed a lawsuit challenging the
state’s prohibition on parole eligibility for those serving life sentences after convictions under the felony murder rule. In
Pennsylvania, people convicted under that rule are mandatorily sentenced to life imprisonment, even though they did not take
a life, or did not intend to take a life in the course of the crime. A separate provision of the law prohibits parole eligibility for any
individual serving life. By filing this and other lawsuits, abolitionists are attacking DBI through the judicial branch of government
as well as the legislative bills outlined above.
Abolitionists have begun a campaign to target the District Attorney of every county in PA. The DAs have significant influence in
the passage of judicial legislation through the PA District Attorneys Association (PDAA). By bring our cause to each District
Attorney, we hope to sway the PDAA to support SB and HB 135 and SB 835.
You can help by writing to your legislators asking them to please co-sponsor and support SB 135, HB 135, and SB 835 bills. Ask
them not to support SB 913.

Letters To The Editor
I want to thank all of the people and organizations
who are out there every day rallying and speaking
on our behalf for freedom so that we can come
home to our loved ones. I want to thank you all for
sending us newsletters and magazines letting us
know what you are doing and saying at your
meetings. I know that you all are on the freedom
side and you will win. I appreciate everything you
are doing; keep up the hard and good work.
-Sherry Blair,
Cambridge Springs

Want your message shared?
Send us a letter or email!
PO Box 8654 Pittsburgh, PA 15221
GTL: Cadbiwest

“Are there people out there who really care about
you?”
Amy- “Yes, and they are the forefront runners for our
freedom. They are against mass incarceration. These
are the people who meet weekly through zoom or in
person. They have discussions on prison reform and
on the political powers who are keeping people in
prisons. They see the problem and yes, the discuss
solutions. They are a positive group of people who
rally with other organizations outside of the state
capital building. They are not afraid to speak the truth.
They are our voices; they are our support, and they
won’t stop until their mission is accomplished. So
there you see, they have gone above and beyond the
call of duty with me and they are called CADBI.

-Amy Pencille,

Cambridge Springs

Book Recommendations
From Gianna Hunt
Letters to an Incarcerated Brother: Encouragement, Hope, and
Healing for Inmates and Their Loved Ones by Hill Harper
($14.69 on Amazon)
The Master Plan: My Journey from Life in Prison to a Life of
Purpose by Chris Wilson and Bret Witter ($13.29 on Amazon)
Getting Out & Staying Out: A Black Man's Guide to Success After
Prison by Demico Boothe ($9.33 on Amazon)

Book 'Em is now "Pittsburgh Prison Book Project"
Write to them with book requests by genre / subject and
they'll send you books for free.
Pittsburgh Prison Book Project
PO BOX 71357
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

Clothed for Success :
By Jane Hein

An interview with Synthia A. Sweptson Brown,
Owner of Thrifty Diva’s and Gents

Making a successful re-entry into society has many hurdles and one is having the right outfit for
job interviews. It is very important to make a good first impression but quality clothing can be
expensive. Thrifty Diva’s and Gents can help! The shop was founded by Synthia A. Sweptson
Brown 4 years ago.
Synthia did not have much as a little girl, having one set of school clothing that had to be
washed each night. She always wanted to provide for those in need and as life started to get
better for her, she felt called by God to give back. Synthia started her business during the time
that her home was going into foreclosure, wondering where the money was going to come
from; and the Lord said to her “look around in your house, you have all kinds of money in this
house. Look at all these clothes, open up a store and bless others.”

1015 N Duquesne Blvd. Duquesne PA, 15110
Bus routes 61C, 59 North Versalles,
59 Century Three Mall and the P-7 Express
412-862-6750.
Tuesday-Thursday 1 pm to 6 pm,
Friday 11 -4 pm
Saturday 3-8 pm.

Synthia attended Hardy Bible School and then the Pittsburgh Theological Seminary where she
earned an associate degree. She felt called to be submissive to the needy and cloth herself in
humility as she serves her clients. She says, “Clothes are the means but not the mission, which is
to give grace to the humble and help those in shelters and those released from incarceration to
look and feel nice.” Synthia firmly believes that God will provide. Synthia also gives back by
participating in the Goodwill’s Learn and Earn Employment Program in which she helps youth to
get ready to enter the work force and how to dress for success.
The shop accepts donations of gently used clothing articles, including shoes, socks, belts, and
other accessories as well as clothing articles. Recently, local churches have worked with Synthia
to make sure the store is well stocked with professional business attire. The store is a charitable
organization, so monetary donations to pay the rent and utilities are also appreciated. All items
are priced very reasonably, but those who have very little and are in significant need are not
turned away. Stop by Thrifty Diva’s and Gents soon to take advantage of this wonderful resource
or to help in its mission.

WORD SEARCH FUN!
Spring
Ahead!

Baby, It's Cold
Outside

Provided by Cynthia Thomas

Creating
Community and
Connections
By Dr. Latisha Webb
In 2010, Opportunity, Inc. began as a
construction training class for men residing in
a homeless shelter located in Philadelphia, PA.
In the earlier part of 2011, Dr. William Webb,
IV, a minister, grassroots leader and human
services practitioner, saw the construction
trades as a mechanism for advancing and
creating opportunities for members of
disenfranchised communities, in particular,
returning citizens, veterans, youth, and
women. Later on in 2011, Dr. Latisha Webb
joined her husband by planning fundraising
events and putting in the infrastructure. The
Webbs’ charge was to create a non-religious
entity led by people of faith to serve the
spiritual, economic, and social needs of other
African Americans and Hispanic communities.
Soon enough a construction training class
transformed into a trauma-informed nonprofit organization that offers a variety of
human services.
Fast forwarding to today, Opportunity, Inc.
implemented the Sista2Sista Soul2Soul
program in August 2020 as a response to
COVID-19. In partnership with
ReConstruction, Inc. in Philadelphia and Let’s
Get Free in Pittsburgh, it began mailing
greeting cards to 57 women who are
incarcerated at Muncy and Cambridge
Springs. The essence of the Sista2Sista
Soul2Soul program is to create a sense of
community by facilitating communal art work
with ‘women on the outside.’ That art work
becomes unique and purposeful greeting
cards mailed to ‘women on the inside’ on a
monthly basis.

On Sunday August 16, 2021, Opportunity, Inc. reached
a great milestone attending a gala hosted by Ronna,
founder of ZaKiyah's House in Pittsburgh. At that gala,
the cofounder and lead artist, Dr. Webb, met Etta
Cetera from Let’s Get Free and Ms. Avis Lee, one of the
recipients of the Sista2Sista Soul2Soul greeting cards.
Ms. Avis Lee, who was released in February 2021,
shared the following:
"I still have the cards you sent me. You do not know
how much it means to women on the inside to receive
mail knowing other people are thinking about them. It
brings hope..."
In September 2021, Opportunity, Inc. began celebrating
its 10 years in service anniversary. Dr. Webb traveled to
Pittsburgh again to reconnect with Let's Get Free and
to meet CADBI members. During the fellowship,
everyone participated in the creation of the communal
art project titled, You Are Not Alone.
Opportunity, Inc.’s Sista2Sista Soul2Soul program now
creates communal art work and mails greeting cards to
318 women, affectionately referred to as Sista. Great
honor goes to the collaborations and strategic
partnerships with ReConstruction, Inc., Ms. Ellen and
Keep It Real Ministry in Philadelphia; Naomi’s Project in
Maryland and Let's Get Free and CADBI in Pittsburgh.
Each of these partnerships has and is making the
program a success. More so, kudos to the volunteers
located in California, Georgia, Virginia, Maryland, New
York, NY and Philadelphia who write the Sistas every
month.
To further the mission, donate via:
1. Cash App: $OpportunitytoAdvance
2. Snail mail a check or money order: PO BOX 28020
Philadelphia, PA 19131
3. PayPal: contactdrwebb@gmail.com
To volunteer or host a communal art project, email Dr.
Webb at drwebb@opportunitytoadvance.com.

Provided by Elizabeth Smith

Tracy K. Smith was born in Massachusetts and raised in northern California. She earned a BA from Harvard University and an MFA in
creative writing from Columbia University. In June 2017, Smith was named U.S. poet laureate. She teaches at Harvard University, where she
is a professor of English and of African and African American Studies. Smith is the author of four books of poetry: The Body's Question
(2003), which won the Cave Canem prize for the best first book by an African-American poet; Duende (2007), winner of the James Laughlin
Award and the Essense Literary Award; Life on Mars (2011), winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry; and Wade in the Water (2018).

Coloring Page! Celebrate Black and
Women's History Month!

Notes from our families:
Rhonda Lewis and Robert "Shawn" McPherson
Hi, my name is Rhonda Lewis, I am writing on
behalf of Robert Mcpherson: an inmate at a
State Correctional Facility. Robert is
affectionately known as “Shawn,” my cousin in
whom I share a close relationship with. He has
been incarcerated since 1985 at the age of 19,
and was convicted of homicide during a robbery
in 1987. Shawn is serving a life sentence without
the possibility of parole. Robert was a young man
raised by a loving and supportive family.
Although he was younger than me and my other
cousins, he always played the role of a big
brother and protector who was trying to keep us
away from trouble.
My grandmother would call him “hard headed”
because he would find himself getting into
trouble with some of the neighborhood boys
who were a little older than him; this eventually
led him down the wrong path. He always thought
he had to prove himself by showing how smart
he was and how he can take care of himself-him being the little cousin. Growing up, he
enjoyed playing sports and hanging out with
friends--not to mention spending time with his
large and close knit family.
Holidays were always at our grandmother's
home with our uncles, aunts and cousins. His
grandmother was a huge part of his life and a
treasure to him. His village was large and
complete: filled with lots of love from all those
who were instrumental in helping to guide him.
When he received a sentence of life without
parole, our family was devastated. We could not
understand how something like this could
happen before his life ever really began. He has
been greatly missed by all of us who love and
support him and feel the absence of his
presence. We have celebrated many happy
moments and mourned many more without him.
It has been 37 years since that God awful day
that forever changed and impacted so many
lives.

Robert is not the same young “hard headed”
person who acted recklessly on that day. Like many
others who are probably reading this, he cares
about others and what they go through despite his
own circumstances. He shows compassion and has
a desire to help others who can't help themselves;
always trying to find the positive side of things.

Shawn with his mother, Linda

While incarcerated, Shawn has gotten his
education, certificates for programs he's
completed, mentored other prisoners, and learned
a trade to better himself. More importantly, he has
taken accountability for his mistakes. I am speaking
out for Robert in hope and prayer for a second
chance that he can one day come home and be a
productive part of society once again. His family
support still remains strong and is willing to assist
him in obtaining willful employment and
comfortable housing with family. He has a faith
based church that is also there to help him with his
mental and spiritual needs and any other services
he may need to keep him going in the right
direction, Robert is a very important part of our
family and always will be.
This is our last and only hope that we have: to see
him outside of prison walls. I pray that someone
hears and listens to his story and finds compassion
for clemency and to not give up on him. We have to
be the voice for our loved ones and push for prison
reform because there are those who can change,
have changed, and should be given a second
chance to make a difference in their lives as well as
the lives of others who have been affected by
incarceration. Thank you for listening.

Wild, Wild West: Focus on Allegheny
and Surrounding Counties
Calling all stories of Allegheny County police,
prosecutorial and judicial misconduct!
This issue's regional focus is on Pierre Pinson. As his website reads- Pierre Pinson is a Black man
who was sentenced to serve 50-150 years by an unjust system. He is currently incarcerated at SCI
Fayette, Pierre aka Polo is an inside organizer, artist, educator, jailhouse lawyer and much more.
We talked about the FreeUs Project recently launched on his website freePierre.org
-interview by A. Lewandowski
Pierre, can you talk about the lack of outlet and what the outlet will look like as the project is
realized?
I can only speculate as to why there is a lack of outlet. I can say that there is a disconnect between outside
organizations and inside activism in Pittsburgh. Some organizations take the paternalistic approach and
speak for us, but we are living injustice and as my comrade Safear says, "We are best positioned to analyze
and directly confront the prison industrial complex. More than that, we are those most impacted by the
decisions made in the movement." We want to fight for ourselves and our communities. The lack of outlet has
contributed to the lack of interest and the lack of urgency. We have to realize that prison is not a symptom of
the conditions in our neighborhoods, it is a cause. Stories are substance, if we remain silent we are complicit.
If you silence us, you are an oppressor.
Without testimony, corruption and injustice are myths. Our vision is to trace and delve into the history of
policing and prosecution in Allegheny County. We know that oppressors never linger too long in the past. A
part of tracing the history is collecting the stories. We aim to provide a forum to do that where victims of
injustice can share their experiences, knowledge, and insight via video, phone, letter or questionnaire.
This will eventually accumulate to provide the foundation for a documentary. These stories may help change
the landscape of corruption.
However, we don't want to use all our energies on changing the beast. Stories are one part of educating the
people, political education is another. When I say political education I don't mean democrats and republicans.
I mean the politics of self- determination, because those with the power to define also have the power to
confine. Self-determination is an integral step to freedom. We cannot continue to "believe" in systems
designed to harm us. When there is an US, we operate with a sense of community— there is no "giving back"
, there is only sharing. Only when we are an US will we understand that none of us are free until all of us are
free.
Why do you think such organizing is necessary for Allegheny County in particular?
I think organizing like this is necessary in Allegheny County because it seems as if injustice, specifically against
black people, has been normalized. Getting railroaded has become something we just live with but when you
have roaches in your house, you don't turn off the lights and pretend they don't exist, you keep the lights on
them and find where they're coming from and stomp them out.
In their 2020 report, The National Registry of exonerations found that prosecutors conceal evidence in 30%
of cases, 57% of exonerations involve false confessions, and cops lie in 75% of cases. These things have
infested Allegheny county, and the DA’s office hides injustice in plain sight. We're saying, "We see you with
your foot on our necks." It's our job to show our communities truth, through exposing stories and educating
the people to the politics of blackness and poverty, the people gain an understanding that the system is not
broken, it works as it was designed. Racism and injustice don't wait for us to stumble onto them, they kick in
our doors and take us or even worse, shoot us in our sleep. Ngūgīwa Thiong'o once said, "A thieving spirit
cannot be appeased by sacrifice." Martin Luther King Jr. articulated this wisdom in another way when he said
a threat to justice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. (CONT. NEXT PAGE)

Shake up at the Board of Pardons:
Brandon Flood OUT - Celeste Trusty IN
Brandon Flood has resigned his position as secretary of the Board of Pardons. He also stepped down
from his role on the Dauphin County Prison's Advisory Board. Flood told PennLive he departed from the
pardons board after “a number of philosophical differences” with Fetterman, a Democrat who is running
for a seat in the U.S. Senate. He cited the differences as “mainly his lack of advocacy and interest in
ensuring that our agency has adequate resources to deal with the increasing demand of clemency
requests.” Brandon was running for Lt. Governor for the 2022 election in the GOP primary but ended his
campaign in January.
After his resignation, Lt. Governor John Fetterman appointed Celeste Trusty as the new Board of
Pardon's Secretary. Celeste Trusty has been the Pennsylvania State Policy Director at Families Against
Mandatory Minimums (FAMM) During that time, Celeste worked in coalition with allies, lawmakers, and
incarcerated community members to advocate robust, compassionate, and common-sense reforms to
our legal system, and to raise awareness about the widespread impact of mass-incarceration on
individuals, families, communities, and taxpayers.
With years of experience supporting incarcerated Pennsylvanians and their families, Celeste Trusty is
hoping to continue to improve the clemency and commutation process. Despite significant
improvements over the past few years, including the removal of the application fee, Celeste sees a need
to make the process easier, simpler and more transparent.
Her efforts and position might be short lived though. The board of pardons is under the purview of the
Governor, Lt Governor and Attorney General, all positions that are up for election in 2022 for a new term
starting in 2023. With none of the incumbents seeking reelection, there will be new people in those seats
within a year.
*CHECK OUT OUR ARTICLE ON THE GOVERNOR AND LT GOVERNOR CANIDATES FOR MORE INFO!

Wild, Wild West Cont.

How can organizers both inside and outside prison help the FreeUs project achieve its goal of
exposing and critically adressing Allegheny County’s corrupt and discriminatory criminal
injustice system?
We appreciate outside people fighting for us but we want to join the fight for our liberation. It is impossible
for one to be an advocate, ally, or accomplice without ties to someone, or some group inside. It is essential
to give captured voices an outlet, especially in Allegheny County. People who support Stephen Zappala
actually think that he's done a good job. They saw him tanking the Antwon Rose II murder case and him
committing prosecutorial misconduct in what was dubbed the Wilkinsburg massacre and they think these
are isolated incidents. They are not. We on the inside know that Pittsburgh has a culture of corruption not
unlike Philadelphia's old regime. Zappala has a reputation for being vindictive and his power has some
people afraid to speak against him. The people gave him that power and the people can take it back.
Demand transparency. Help us demand that Allegheny County institute a Conviction Integrity Unit to
review legitimate issues of misconduct and corruption.
Those of us on the inside should take on the mindset that no one will save us. We need to use our
creativity and ingenuity to plan, plot, strategize, organize, and execute. Education is the groundwork for
freedom. Reach out, start study groups and sharpen your greatest tool—your mind. Share your stories!
Analyze issues that impact our communities and speak on them. Our voices matter, no matter how you
talk! Educated people do not have a monopoly on intelligence, and more importantly they do not have the
experience of confronting the system from within and head on.

MERIT REVIEW UPDATE
8 Comrades Get Public Hearings
This report was generated from a statewide commutation strategy group that Let's Get Free holds space for

On February 10, there were merit review hearings.
22 cases involving people with life sentences were voted on and as well as 4
reconsideration. Lifers need 3 out 5 votes to get a public hearing at merit review,
5 people granted a hearing: Terrell Carter (5 yes) James Jackson R. (5 yes) Ronald Connolly
(5 yes) Wiliam E. Decker (5 yes) Stan S. Rosenthal (3 Yes – Gubernick and Williams - no)
16 people denied in total.
11 with 5 no’s: Robert Allen, Gregory Bacon, Clay Caldwell, Lamon M. Jackon, Mario
Maldonado, Donald H. Montgomery, Larry Oates, Judith A. Pomory, Archie Rodriguez,
Robert Taylor, Kenneth Torbeck
5 others: David M. Allen (2 Yes’s from Grayson & Fetterman), Lynn Elms (2 Yes’s from
Grayson & Fetterman) Marilyn Dobrolenski (1 yes from Grayson), Donald Waters (1 yes
from Fetterman), Christopher Fenati (1 yes from Grayson)
Todd A. Yohe (was taken off the roster)
Craig Datesman (held under advisement by Shapiro)
4 Reconsiderations – 3 hearings granted
Cyd Berger (3 Yes – Gubernick and Williams - no)
Felix Ocasio (3 Yes – Gubernick and Williams - no)
Phil Rosado (3 Yes – Gubernick and Williams - no)
Paul Powell (denied reconsideration)
Board of Pardons:
1. John Fetterman, Lieutenant Governor, Chairman - Term expires January 17, 2023
2. Josh Shapiro, Attorney General, Term expires January 17, 2023
3. Harris Gubernick, Corrections Expert - Term expires November 30, 2023
4. John P. Williams, MD, Psychiatrist - Term expires November 30, 2025
5. Marsha H. Grayson, Esquire, Victim Representative - Term expires November 30, 2027
Next Hearings: Public Hearing Virtual Sessions
Tuesday, April 26th Wednesday, April 27th Thursday, April 28th Friday, April 29th
Merit Review: Thursday, June 2nd at 3:00 PM

Who's Going To Be In Charge?
2022 PA PRIMARY - Meet Some Canidates
On Tuesday, May 17, Pennsylvania will hold a primary election. In this election, voters registered with
the two major parties will choose their party’s candidates for several offices. Among the offices on the
ballot are Governor and Lieutenant Governor, two positions that are especially important for
incarcerated individuals and their families and loved ones. As of February 27, on the Democratic side,
there are two candidates for Governor and three for Lieutenant Governor. On the Republican side,
there are twelve candidates for Governor and 10 for Lieutenant Governor. We asked them about
ending DBI in PA and got responses from Tega Swann (Democrat running for Governor) and Ray Sosa
(Democrat running for Lt. Governor. Check out the *full* list of candidates are on the back page.

Tega Swann
Swann is an immigrant American citizen who is from Nigeria. She is currently completing her doctoral studies in
missional leadership at Pittsburgh Theological Seminary and is a resident of Allequippa, PA.
Will you publicly support parole eligibility for people with life and long term sentences?
Yes, I will publicly support parole eligibility for people with life and long term sentences for the following reasons:
Our criminal justice system needs to focus more on correction AND rehabilitation than just punishment.
Interminable sentencing makes it easier to interminably incarcerate poor and marginalized people who may
have received more lenient sentencing if they could afford good lawyers. In other words, the poor and
marginalized are most likely to be the majority of those incarcerated under these conditions.
The government spends more money keeping people behind bars who could be better rehabilitated with less
money outside bars.
This is not eternity. Punishment must take the brevity of human life into consideration and allow a just society
where offenders are given opportunity to MAKE AMENDS after serving a reasonable sentence, no matter the
offense.
Our criminal justice system must not stoop to the level of inhumane punishment for offenses. Two wrongs
don’t make a right. Nobody wins and justice is not served, especially in cases of mis-served judgments due to
poverty and marginalization of the offenders.
Do you publicly support SB 835?

Yes, I publicly support SB 835.

Do you support changes to the commutation process that would make seeking commutation easier
and grant more commutations to those serving life and long term sentences?
Yes, I support changes to the commutation process that would make seeking commutation easier and grant more
commutations to those serving life and long term sentences, especially among people of color, the poor and
members of marginalized demographics whose socio-economic circumstances prevented them from having a fair
defense and subsequently may have received undue interminable sentences.
How would you plan to enact these changes to the commutation process?
One of my platform issues as a gubernatorial candidate is Criminal Justice Reform and this is because of the
grievous socio-economic injustices the system impacts on people of color, the poor, and other marginalized
demographics many of whom would either not be serving such long sentences or any sentence at all if they could
afford good criminal attorneys. As such, the term ‘criminal’ more or less characterizes those without means for
good legal representation. As such, one of my first actions to facilitate the changes in commutation would be to
create a Poor & Marginalized People’s Defense Fund that would be a combination of government funding and a
pool of some of the best criminal attorneys in Pennsylvania. This bank would be made available to incarcerated
people who think their cases deserve commutation.
Cont. Next Page

Candidates on DBI cont.
Tega Swann Interview:
We need to decrease the prison population in Pennsylvania and one way to do that would be to issue
the governor’s pardon to all those who qualify for commutation of their sentences. As many sentences
that could qualify for parole because of either time served or undue length of sentence or age (too
young or old) or health or other humane and compassionate issues would also have access to the
PMPD Fund.
I would work for the immediate release and rehabilitation of all who are serving undue lengthy
sentences for relatively minor offenses and misdemeanors, including dealing and use of marijuana (the
latter will receive help from the government to expunge their records and to become legal dealers and
distributors of marijuana).
I will also work closely with existing prison reform advocacy groups at state and local levels and appoint
leadership from among them to lead the government-led reformation of life without parole sentences
and the death penalty, the depopulation of prisons and the improvement of prison conditions in
Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania has one of the world's highest rates of incarceration and it is not because
Pennsylvania has the most criminals.

Ray Sosa
Ray Sosa was born in San Juan, Puerto Rico. Sosa's professional experience includes working in financial
services and as a consultant. He has been appointed to state-level committees by three U.S. governors
and has experience serving on statewide commissions.
I come from a family that is passionate about meritory commutations of life sentences and second
chances to rebuild our families in Pennsylvania. I am a believer in commutations for prisoners due
terminal illness, geriatric and for minors. This is just a matter of human rights.
I believe in a rehabilitative path to go with a commutation. It is the responsibility of the state to offer
education, employment and counseling to our people that have paid their debt to society. This is the
only way we will reduce our massive recidivism.
Will you publicly support parole eligibility for people with life and long term sentences?
I will publicly support meritory parole eligibility for people with life or long term sentences.
Do you publicly support SB 835?
My advisers and I fully support SB 835. I will gladly defend its merits in any forum.
Do you support changes to the commutation process that would make seeking commutation
easier and grant more commutations to those serving life and long term sentences?
I strongly support making our commutation system more efficient and streamlined. This is so more
meritory commutations can be granted.
How would you plan to enact these changes to the commutation process?
Changes can be enacted by offering the appropriate leadership and direction to the pardons board.
Changes can also be enacted by adopting best practices from states that have had great success in
lowering their recidivism and integrating ex offenders into society. Finally, by appointing board
members that believe in the commutation process and that are committed to instituting a rehabilitative
path, never a punitive approach.

List of who else is running on the back page!

CADBI WEST FAMILY FOCUS
Jane and Amanda Hein
Interview by A. Lewandowski

This issue, we talk to Jane Hein--stained glass artist, justice-minded Christian and fierce abolitionist. Jane’s
niece, inside organizer/artist Amanda Hein is serving DBI at SCI Muncy. Both Amanda and Jane work diligently
with CADBI West and Let’s Get Free, fighting to see an end to DBI in Pennsylvania.
What was your experience with issues around DBI in
PA before you got involved and how did your position
evolve?
Before I got involved with CADBI West I was just blissfully
ignorant about this whole injustice system and what
happens to people in it. I was like most everybody else who
goes about their lives never thinking about what happens to
people and their families when they’re sent to prison.
When a family member is arrested, many people’s reaction
is- How could they do that? They must be an awful person? I
guess I stopped at the first question, How could she do
that? And found out why it happened. I don’t think most
people go past that initial question of what drove someone
to do what they did and ask, “So what really happened?”
And if we asked that question more and looked into the
circumstances more closely with a little more compassion,
we’d all be in better places.
The taboo of having someone in prison keeps us isolated
and from reaching out and knowing that we’re not alone.
Once you figure out that you’re not alone and that there are
other people who have people that are loved, that are
worthy of love, that they have people locked away just like
you do- there’s power in that, there’s power in being with
other people like that.
And not only has it gotten me involved with prison abolition,
but it’s opened my eyes to all the other institutional things
that are wrong with the country, the problems with schools
and how they’re funded, housing, healthcare, and how it’s all
interrelated and how it all has an impact on mass
incarceration
So Amanda was in a way responsible for you
becoming an activist?
Yes yes. Amanda and Denise Crump at SCI Cambridge
Springs who I met through Operation Break Bread. I know
they’re both so grateful that someone's interested in
helping them, and it's great that I’ve had an impact on their
lives, but their impact on my life has helped me to
understand the world and what I can do and what I should
do to look out for others and make a better world. I’ve
always gone to church, but it’s not enough to go to church
and put money in the plate, you need to get involved with
something else. And, I don’t know ,I’m much happier with
myself, and feel much better about myself since I got
involved.
Jane. I remember when we visited Mike Stack, the
former Lt Governor and you gave him an earful,
challenging his deflections regarding the BOP’s lack of
effectiveness, and I realized, Jane is not just showing
up, she is here to fight!

Jane and Amanda Hein
You also bring an amazing ability at lobbying to the movement, can
you talk about this aspect of your involvement?.
It’s so exciting that these bills have been written and that people are
becoming aware of the issues and that we’re getting people to start thinking
about it, but it’s daunting because it’s not a sprint, it’s a marathon, and there’s
a lot more to it than just writing a bill to get it passed. We really need to
change the structure of our legislature, the looks of it, the majorities. . We
have to find and promote candidates who are supportive of our cause. We
also have to get to the root causes of injustice and start changing the ways
schools are funded and how people are taught and removing all the racial
biases in education. People like to live life comfortably. It is uncomfortable for
some people to learn how horrible our country has been regarding race- how
racist institutions have been set up. And people just have to start getting
comfortable with being uncomfortable. If things are gonna change.
Can we end with a couple lobbying highs and lows?
The best was when we met with Sen. Lindsey Williams. We barely opened our
mouths and she said I've already gone on and signed on as a co-sponsor.
That was easy and that was wonderful. The bills have a lot of support in
eastern PA, but not in western PA. so that was great that she signed on. Also
when Donna Hill and I met with Sen Bartolotta in Washington Co. and she
signed on to be a sponsor.
I think our worst one was when we went up to see that idiot who lost his seat.
Randy Vulakovich; the former cop. And he made a statement to us that he
doesn't care how much it costs, he wants to see people rot in jail. We wasted
a lot of breath that day. But then again, you meet with them, and you find
they’re not supportive, and he got voted out. That’s what we need to do,
convince the ones who can be convinced and replace the others who don’t
see the writing on the wall

CADBI WEST MEMBER SPOTLIGHT:
RONNA DAVIS-MOORE
Ronna Davis-Moore, the founder of Za’kiyah House Housing and
Nadia discussed what led Ronna to begin her journey in restorative
justice and healing work within the criminal justice system.
She is a member of Cadbi-West, is part of the Board of Directors
of Let’s Get Free, and is a member of many other coalitions within
the abolitionist sphere of Pittsburgh. Through Za’Kiyah House,
there are two housing programs for men & women, as well as
community Outreach initiatives that Ronna manages. Ronna is a
returning citizen herself from being Incarcerated, and is very
passionate about accountability within the criminal legal system in
Pennsylvania. She graduated from Chatham University with a
Bachelors in Social work, and from Geneva College with a
Master’s in Leadership.
Ronna: “I am a returning citizen, having served time in State Correctional Institution Cambridge Springs and
Muncy. If anyone knows returning citizen and activist Avis Lee, I actually served time with her and became
great friends. I was guilty and had to pay the consequences, so I did. My grandparents raised me and my
other family members because my mother passed away when I was 9 years old. If there had been more
resources available to me at a young age, I might have seen the world in a different way than I did. I also may
not have been looking for love in the wrong places. There may have been red flags as I matured that were
indications that I needed additional support in different areas of my life. My black grandparents were not
interested in outsiders coming into their home. All of these factors lead to my incarceration.
I had dreams and plans like any young adult. I was in nursing school when I was arrested. A great piece of
advice I took on was from my Father. He told me to treat prison like college and see if I could learn something,
and I did. This gave me the mindset to get through it. I thought I could not ever survive 4 ½ years (time
served), which for anyone sentenced to Life in Prison, was nothing. I let God in more and more, and this
undoubtedly helped me get through prison. I surrounded myself with good people so I could make it out. Yes- there are good people in prison. It is known that if you only hang out with people who come into prison for
short periods, you can become a long-termer.
Usually people who go through the criminal justice system have had something negative outside of their
control happen to them that leads to incarceration--which is important for people to understand. Prison or
Jail doesn’t just happen. Most people end up there because they have been living in survival mode for so long.
Being in survival mode can be a result of a lack of educational resources, the neighborhood may be located in
a food desert, rent is too high, or their schools willingly engage in the school-to-prison pipeline. Schools need
to actively look at what their students truly need to be successful, stable, and supported. I have always been
intellectually motivated, and before incarceration I had never gotten in trouble. In prisons, there are so many
people with so much potential. There are probably people with similar backgrounds as me that are still there.
Imagine how it would be if these people and their skills were nurtured instead of oppressed or ignored in the
environments they were raised in?”
Contact Information:
Website: ZakiyahHouse.org, Phone/text: 412-353-9365, Email: infor@zakiyahhouse.com
Let’s Get Free-The Women and Trans Prisoner Defense committee Info:
Website: https://letsgetfree.info/ 443-603-6964, Email: letsgetfreepa@gmail.com

From Let's Get Free

Commutation Update : Act 59

The PA Board of Pardons has adopted Act 59 which impacts scheduling of commutation applicants.
Any clemency applicant that has a victim or the surviving kin of a victim registered or if their whereabouts are known,
cannot be scheduled for a public hearing until at least sixty (60) days has elapsed since the date of their merit review
hearing.
Any clemency applicant serving Life Without Parole or who was previously convicted for an offense resulting in
death or serious bodily injury, will not be scheduled for a public hearing until at least sixty (60) days has elapsed since
the date of their merit review hearing.

May Rally In Harrisburg :
Medical Release, LWOP parole eligibillity and commutation changes
We are joining CADBI forces from across the state to converge on Harrisburg on 5/25/22 for a powerful day of
rallying to tell our legislators that "Second Chances Keep Our Communities Safe." We will be lobbying for the passage
of SB-835– Senator Sharif Street’s bill that would allow elderly OR medically compromised people to apply for parole,
SB135– Senator Sharif Street’s bill that would expand parole eligibility for LWOP, and SB694– Senator Camera
Bartolotta’s bill that would require a ⅗ majority vote for Commutation.
There will be a free bus from Pittsburgh. Your loved ones and supporters can register at CADBIwest.org or call (978)
515-2137, or email cadbiwest@gmail.com. So have them email or call us and lets turn out in numbers and show the
legislature – and each other – that this movement is growing

Who's Running?
Candidates are working right now to get their
petitions in for the PA Primary on May 17th. Whoever
wins the primary for each party will face off
November 8th in the general. Here's who is running
for some of the important positions that affect DBI
and parole issues in Pennsylvania. .
Governor:
Democrats: AG Josh Shapiro, Tega Swann
Republicans: There's a lot. St. Sen. Doug Mastriano
and former US Congressman Lou Barletta
currently touted as favorites
Lt. Governor:
Democrats: St. Rep Austin Davis, St. Rep Brian
Sims, Ray Sosa
Republicans : St. Rep Jeff Coleman, St. Rep Rick
Saccone, Teddy Daniels and others

Watch Out For
GTL Email Scams!
If you or someone you know
(inside or outside) receives
a GTL message from an
"advocacy group", telling them
they can get Facebook,
cashapp, money for sending money or various
other "gifts", please tell them this is a SCAM!
Whether you are a lifer or not, please know
advocacy groups are not going to be asking for
money!
(Donations are always welcome to nonprofits
but not an outright money request)
Be wary of anyone you don't know asking for
money, especially if it doesn't involve putting the
money directly on someone's commissary.
Better to be safe than sorry!

We Want to Hear From You!
Artwork, letters, poetry! Send us your stuff. Have a recommendation for someone we should
interview? What do you want to learn about? Send us a letter or email!

PO Box 8654 Pittsburgh, PA 15221
GTL: Cadbiwest

